
NEW HAMPSHIRE HOLD ‘EM TABLE GAME 

Object of the game: 

The players will combine their two ‘hole cards’ with the dealer’s three ‘community 
cards’ in an effort to make a pair of sixes or better.


Rules of the game: 

The dealer will have use one standard 52 card deck. The dealer will shuffle the deck 
before each hand.


The game will be dealt from left to right, with each player receiving one card at a time,  
until all players at the table have two facedown cards. These ‘hole cards’ must be kept 
private by the player who receives them.


Once a player players their last bet, the cards must be placed in front of their chips. 
From this point on, only the dealer may touch the cards.


Any hand of ‘flush’ or better will be called out by the dealer and acknowledged by the 
floor manager.


New Hampshire Hold ‘Em Method of Play: 

Players make an ‘ante’ wager. All other bets must match the ‘ante’ bet.


The dealer gives each player two cards face down (the ‘hole cards’). Players may, and 
should, examine their cards. Each player’s ‘hole cards’ must remain concealed from 
other players at the table.


Players may ‘fold’ their hand or make at least 1 (one) ‘flop bet’. Players may make up 
to 3 (three) ‘flop’ bets.


The ‘flop’, or first community card, is revealed by the dealer.


Players may ‘fold' or make a ‘turn bet’. Players may make up to 3 (three) ‘turn’ bets.


The ‘turn’, or second community card, is revealed by the dealer.


Players may ‘fold’ or make a ‘river bet’. Players may make up to 3 (three) ‘river’ bets.


The ‘river’, or third community card, is revealed by the dealer.


The dealer will then determine, from right to left and one at a time, which players have 
won or lost the Pair Bonus bet and will collect wagers from the losing players’ and will 
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pay the winning players’ wagers based on the ‘Pair Bonus’ referenced herein. Only 
those ‘hands’ identified in the ‘Pair Bonus Payout Odds’ will be considered to be a 
winning hand and all other ‘hands’ will be considered losers for the Pair Bonus bet.


Then, the dealer will determine, from right to left and one at a time, which players have 
won or lost the ‘NH Hold ‘Em’ bets and will collect wagers from the losing players’ and 
will pay the winning players’ wagers based on the ‘NH Hold ‘Em Payout Odds’ 
referenced herein. Only those ‘hands’ identified in the ‘NH Hold ‘Em Payout Odds’ will 
be considered to be a winning hand and all other ‘hands’ will be considered losers for 
the NH Hold ‘Em bets.


Finally, the dealer will reveal their four (4) ‘6 Card Bonus’ cards and determine, from 
right to left and one at a time, which players have won or lost the ‘6 Card Bonus’ bets 
and will collect wagers from the losing players’ and will pay the winning players’ 
wagers based on the ‘6 Card Bonus Payout Odds’ referenced herein. Only those 
‘hands’ identified in the ‘6 Card Bonus Payout Odds’ will be considered to be a 
winning hand and all other ‘hands’ will be considered losers for the 6 Card Bonus 
bets.


Types of Wagers: 

Players must wager at least the posted ‘table minimum’ on the ‘ante’ wager position to 
be dealt a hand. Subsequent bets (flop bet, turn bet, river bet) placed must match the 
‘ante’ wager.


A player who chooses to place a wager on the ‘Pair’ bonus for any hand will be paid 
according to the ‘Pair Bonus Payout Odds’ referenced herein. For the ‘Pair’ bonus, the 
dealer’s three ‘community cards’ (flop, turn, and river cards) will be used to determine if 
a player win or loses.


A player who chooses to place a wager on the ‘6 Card’ bonus for any hand will be paid 
according to the ‘6 Card Bonus Payout Odds’ referenced herein. For the ‘6 Card’ 
bonus, the dealer’s four (4) ‘6 Card Bet Cards’ and the players two (2) ‘hole cards’ will 
be used to determine if a player win or loses.


PAYOUT ODDS BEGIN ON PAGE 3 
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Payout Odds: 

NH Hold ‘Em Payout Odds: 

Pair Bonus Payout Odds: 

PAYOUT ODDS CONTINUE ON PAGE 3 

Winning Hand Payout ratio per bet

Pair of 6’s through 10’s Push

Pair of Jacks through Aces 1:1

Two Pair 2:1

Three of a Kind 3:1

Straight 4:1

Flush 6:1

Full House 8:1

Four of a Kind 30:1

Straight Flush 80:1

Royal Flush 250:1

Winning Hand Payout ratio per bet

Pair 1:1

Flush 3:1

Straight 6:1

Three of a Kind 30:1

Straight Flush 40:1
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6 Card Bonus Payout Odds: 

Notwithstanding any payout odds referenced herein, payouts per player, per hand shall 
not exceed $5,000.00.

Winning Hand Payout ratio per bet

Three of a Kind 5:1

Straight 10:1

Flush 15:1

Full House 20:1

Four of a Kind 50:1

Straight Flush 200:1

Royal Flush 1000:1
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